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Dancing back in the dark

11/Jun/2010

Comments:

Bianca Martin.

DALKEITH choreographer Bianca Martin will hit the stage for the first time in three years after being

handpicked to perform a piece by US choreographer Deborah Hay.

Ms Martin answered a call to perform In the Dark along with other hopefuls around Australia and was one of two WA
dancers chosen for the “edgy” piece.

Felicity Bott and Ms Martin, along with four dancers selected from Sydney and four from Melbourne, spent 10 days with
the choreographer at a rural arts centre a few hours from Sydney to rehearse the performance. 

“It's been a massive challenge for me and the show is really different to the kind of work I have been making, but I'm
ready for the challenge,” Ms Martin said.

In the Dark will be at the Perth Institute of Contemporary Arts on June 17-19 from 6pm. For tickets, call 9228 6300 or
visit www.pica.org.au.
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Enter now for your chance to WIN an iPod Touch in the Great Australian

Bogan Quiz. Go>

Enter now for your chance to WIN a double pass to see "Soul Surfer". Go>

Dilemma #3: Suffering Mother

A mother is suffering from terrible pain caused by a rare sickness. There is no way for here to get

treatment at a medical facility because the family is extremily poor. read more

Capel Vale 65 Roses Grand Ball for Cystic Fibrosis - May 21

An annual gala event featuring delicious food and Capel Vale wines, live music and dancing,

entertainment, live & silent auctions, door prizes, guest speakers and MC Lachy Reid. read more
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Little Johnny's neighbor had a baby. Unfortunately, the baby was born without ears. read more

Videos of the week

See more great videos

Photographer galleries of the week

See more great galleries

Flash games of the week

Play more great games
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TAURUS - April 20 to May 20
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May 19 - Deep insights are likely as the introspective Moon moves into Sagittarius

and your eighth house of sex, death and taxes. Someone close to you may be

experiencing emotional turmoil... try to be patient and even-tempered no matter

how hard you are pressed. This evening, avoid superficial types and engage in

more substantial connections. 

Read other star signs here

Earthweek

For all the latest on natural events happening around the world, take a look

at Earthweek - a diary of our planet. It explains what Mother Nature has

been up to for the past week. Click to view
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